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Our community

I Am the AMA: Jesse Perkins

Jesse Perkins has been flying RC airplanes since he was a kid, but you probably know him as the creator of the Tiny Whoop. Read more to learn about Jesse!

New products

FPV Simulator Roundup

AMA helps you enjoy model aviation by providing informational resources such as reviews of different manufacturers' products! In this article, Model Aviation Multirotor Associate Editor Matt Ruddick takes a look at four of the top simulators currently being used by FPV pilots. Read more to learn which one is right for you!

How-to

Helicopter Flight Training

Budding helicopter pilots have more training options today than ever, but the basic learning process is still the same. Read more to learn how to get started!

For members

Education Through Aviation

AMA's Education department has several programs for members. Read more to learn what is available!

Technical

Helicopter Tuning for Beginners

Most online information concerns tuning to increase performance, but if you are a beginner pilot, you need a more stable, less sporty machine. Read more to learn how to tune your helicopter if you are a beginner!